Extend Microsoft Dynamics
CRM to meet your Quality,
Health, Safety and
Environment Challenges.

Microsoft Dynamics CRM has been recognized
for years as the best overall platform for
businesses to build applications and drive
efficiency. iTrak4 leverages the flexibility,
features, and power of the Dynamics CRM
platform to uniquely address the needs of
Quality, Health, Safety and Environment
in your business.
Enable Mobility Simply and Cost Effectively
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Features:
• Available in Cloud or On-Premise
• Leverage CRM Essential Licenses
• Easy to configure custom forms engine
• All forms mobility enabled automatically

Microsoft Dynamics CRM provides organizations with the strong

Deployment Model:
NeoSystems hosted, on-premises, or Microsoft hosted

functionality they need to streamline their processes. Paired
with iTrak, this functionality is taken further with the power
to build electronic forms within your CRM and automatically
extend to mobile applications. Access to critical information
and workflows whether connected or disconnected from the
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network is fast and easy for your mobile users. In addition,
iTrak forms are accessible through the iTrak Portal which only
requires Microsoft Dynamics Essential Licenses.
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On-Premise or In the Cloud; Deploy Quickly
Your business can’t afford downtime and your users expect
their technology solutions to be up and running quickly. With an
iTrak Dynamics CRM solution feel confident in a deployment
that works with your organization. Hosting in the cloud
is a quick way to get a department or subgroup started and
realizing the benefits of QHSE automation. Operate your own
data centre? iTrak can be deployed on-premise; all functionally
accessible in both environments.

Reporting with Microsoft Integration
Collecting hazard identifications, inspections, and audits is one
aspect of your QHSE system, another is understanding the
data and identifying the trends and risks within your business.
iTrak integration with Dynamics CRM means you get all the
insight and power of Microsoft reporting tools like PowerBI
and Excel. Moving data to and from your QHSE processes and
utilizing charts, graphs, and interactive reporting elements
ensure you can identify issues and risks quickly and easily.

A Platform That Adapts to Your Business
The greatest tools are ones that adapt to your unique business,
not the other way around. iTrak was built with this value in mind
enabling you to maintain and expand your QHSE processes
where it matters. Require another field on an inspection? Need
to change a workflow rule? CRM allows you to modify the
platform quickly and easily with no downtime. Not everyone
is going to need these security privileges but those that do, you
have the flexibility to configure iTrak to reflect the nuances of
your QHSE processes.

Learn more at www.useitrak.com
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